Revolutionary digital currency on blockchain base
Overview
UNISON CASH is a new digital crypto currency based on our own blockchain architecture and secured by
real estate, our own resorts, farms, participations, precious metals and other investments in sustainable
assets, similar to a pension fund. Our primary goals are stability and sustainability while guaranteeing
rapidness and ease of use on a global level at the point of sale. Users only need a smart phone with internet
access and there is no bank account required.
UNISON CASH enables unlimited, fast and secure transactions while providing detailed information about
the transactions to the users. Our digital currency is managed mainly by the governing board of the
foundation and consulted by experts. The possibility of democratic co-decisions by the users is integrated.
UNISON CASH has decided on a sustainable process of generating new coins. They can only be generated
when real assets of equal value and audited by experts are bought by the foundation for that purpose.
The ultimate goal of UNISON CASH is to create a currency that is sustainable in the long term with stable
and constantly increasing intrinsic value. We want to provide our users with protection against inflation
and loss of purchasing power.

The UNISON CASH ecosystem

Foundation
The foundation manages the
overall ecosystem of the
UNISON CASH and cares about
the liquidity of the system.

Coordination centers

Business partners

UNISON CASH coordination centers
are classic banks that apply for a
membership to the foundation to be
a part of the UNISON CASH
ecosystem.

Partners can be stores, shops and
other entities. In case they possess a
bank
licence,
they
can
be
designated as banks.
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Customers
Each customer has their own
blockchain where all account
information and transactions
with UNISON COINs are stored.
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General blockchain

Secondary blockchain

Tertiary blockchain

The general blockchain controls
all of the transactions. It can be
accessed only by the UNISON
CASH coordination centers and
the foundation.

Our business partners have their
own blockchain. They can trace
which devices are authorized and
which actions are performed at all
times.

Customers
have
their own
blockchain to handle all their
transactions and all their devices
at any time.

The advantages of UNISON CASH
Decentralized
system

Backed
by real assets

The system is controlled and managed mainly by
the governing board of the foundation to ensure
that the first global currency becomes reality.

UNISON CASH is backed by diversified real
assets such as gold, real estate and others to
be protected against uncontrolled inflation.

Wide
acceptance

New
technology
The use of blockchain technology allows
immediate transactions within seconds for
nearly no costs at all.

We have been working tirelessly to ensure the
acceptance of Unison Cash by a wide range of
product and service providers.

Roadmap

2016
Feasibility study successfully
completed
Risk capital maximum 10 Euro
per investor / capital received
about 5,910 Euro

2017-2018
Crowdfunding phase
successfully completed
Equal treatment of the initiators
like any other investor
Generated turnover (without
advertising!): approx. 650,000
Euro
Top professionals for the
positions CMO, CLO and CTO
have already been nominated

Tokens for sale: 30 billion
Soft cap: 15 million EUR

Start of our Facebook business
page
Design and implementation of
the token platform
Elaboration of contracts for VIP
investors
Foundation of the STO
company for the VIP presale
Design and implementation
smart contract of the UNISON
CASH tokens
Start of the VIP presale

Token distribution

Token sale information
Token name: UCC token

Q1 & Q2 2019

Development
20 %

Next steps
Establishment of the new UNISON
CASH foundation
Start of our marketing through
expansion of our UNISON CASH
community
Start of the IT project management
for the UNISON COIN programming
Establishment of the company for the
main STO

Funds distribution
Tangible assets: 80 %
+ Development
+ Marketing

Hard cap: Uncapped

+ Advertising

VIP presale running

+ Administration

Main sale: Ends Dec 31, 2020

+ Social media

Accepts: Wire transfer, debit- and
creditcards, crypto: BTC, BCH, ETH

100 %
Tangible
asset backing
80 %

www.unisoncash.io
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